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Would you like access to hundreds of 
reference works in the library or from 
home, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week?
Your public library gives you access, FREE of CHARGE within the library 
or from home to the world’s most trusted reference works. Simply type 
in your library card number into the log in box on each site.

Oxford English Dictionary
Find out how the English language has developed over time  
and dig deeper into its origins or variations around the  
world with Oxford’s largest dictionary and thesaurus.

www.oed.com

Oxford Dictionaries Pro
A one-stop resource for practical help with using today’s  
English in work, studies, school, and leisure.

www.oxforddictionaries.com

Oxford Dictionary of  
National Biography
The life stories of over 58,000 men and women who  
shaped British history, from the Romans to the 21st century.

www.oxforddnb.com

Oxford Reference
A vast collection of subject dictionaries and award  
winning Oxford Companions and encyclopedias  
offering millions of facts and definitions.

www.oxfordreference.com
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Got a question?
Find the answer with the world’s most trusted reference, online:

In a reading group? Love period drama? 
Meet the author – Oxford DNB biographies will give you potted histories 
of your favourite writers
•	 Real people in fiction – expert biographies provide background 

and context to historical figures in popular novels and films– from the 
characters in Wolf Hall to Brian Clough in The Damned United

Need help with your homework or studies?
•	 Stuck writing an essay or coursework? The Oxford resources 

available are written by named experts, so you can be sure that the 
information provided is trustworthy

•	 The resources often provide a springboard for further research, 
giving you an overview of a topic, and then like the best teachers, lead 
you to carefully chosen related articles for you to explore more fully

Researching local or family history?
•	 Delve into local history with the Oxford DNB  – search for people 

by place and date of birth, education, occupation and religious affiliation, 
town, village or even at street level

•	 What did your great grandfather do?  Explore the meaning of old 
professions through the Oxford English Dictionary – blacksmith is easy, but 
what if he were a ‘whitesmith’? 

Writing reports, speeches, or even quizzes?
•	 Oxford Dictionaries Pro offers practical writing help, as well as giving 

succinct dictionary definitions
•	 Need a bon mot from a celebrity? The world famous Oxford Dictionary of 

Quotations (and other more specific quotation dictionaries) will provide 
the ultimate answer to the question ‘Who said that?’ (and when and why)
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